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We get quite some questions regarding the DB25 cables, this document will explain the differences

between the various versions and which cables to use for our IM consoles.

One DB25 sub cable holds 2 inserts, so for a console with 8 inserts you will need 4x DB25 sub cables.

There are 2 different standards for DB25 sub cables, the digital and analog version. The pinout and

channel configuration is exactly the same but the input/output (so the XLR’s) are reversed. So if you

buy the digital version with 4x male, 4x female XLR, you have to swap all the XLR connectors.

Notes on the above schematic:

G = ground

C = cold = - signal

H = hot = + signal

The pin and channel numbering is the same for all DB25 tascam standard cables. The analog standard

we use for the inserts uses this order including GCH pin-numbers.

channel1 insert 1 left send (male XLR) (25, 12, 24)

channel2 insert 1 right send (male XLR) (11, 23, 10)

channel3 insert 2 left send (male XLR) (22, 9, 21)

channel4 insert 2 right send (male XLR) (8, 20, 7)

channel5 insert 1 left return (female XLR) (19, 6, 18)

channel6 insert 1 right return (female XLR) (5, 17, 4)

channel7 insert 2 left return (female XLR) (16, 3, 15)

channel8 insert 2 right return (female XLR) (2, 14, 1)

DuTCH.audio is an official Grimm Audio TPR cables dealer.

If you want to be 100% sure to get the right and very best cables for your DuTCH.audio console, we

suggest to buy Grimm Audio TPR8 cables. More info and prices can be found here.

Grimm Audio TPR ‘Twisted Pair Reference’ cables are developed with

physics in mind. Their design focuses on high RF immunity and low

microphonics. The perfect symmetry of the cross-section and heavy

shielding contribute to high RF immunity. Low microphonics is provided

by a special interface layer under the shield and other construction details.

TPR delivers the most natural and least coloured transfer available. Get reference quality for a

mainstream price.

If you have any more questions, feel free to contact us.


